PIMA COUNTY ELECTION INTEGRITY COMMISSION
MEETING MINUTES FOR APRIL 15, 2016
http://www.pima.gov/commission/ElectionIntegrity.shtml
The Pima County Election Integrity Commission met in regular session on April 15, 2016 at 9:00 a.m. in the
Herbert K. Abrams Building, 3rd Floor Conference Rooms 3108/3110 at 3950 S. Country Club Road, Tucson,
Arizona.
ITEM 1.

ROLL CALL
Present: Chris Cole, Karen Schutte, Brad Nelson, Beth Borozan, Bill Beard, Matt Smith, Barbara
Tellman, Brian Bickel, Jeff Rogers and Tom Ryan. Arnie Urken arrived just after the Roll Call.
Also in Attendance: Ellen Wheeler, County Administrator’s Office, and Christopher Roads, Chief
Deputy and Registrar of Voters from the Recorder’s office.

ITEM 2.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The American flag was saluted with the Pledge of Allegiance.

ITEM 3.

APPROVAL OF MINUTE SUMMARY – March 18, 2016
It was moved by Barbara Tellman, seconded by Bill Beard and carried unanimously to approve the
Minutes of the March 18, 2016 meeting.

ITEM 4.

CALL TO PUBLIC
Peter Davis was present to speak under Item 6. Item 6 will be moved until Chris Roads from the
Recorder’s office arrives.

ITEM 5.

TRACKING NEW LEGISLATION – Bill Beard
Bill Beard referred to his handout on election related bills at the Legislature [a copy of this list is
incorporated into these Minutes as Attachment 1]. Bill recently spoke with a couple of legislators,
and the Governor has requested that any pending legislation changes wait until the budget is
finalized, as that is the priority. The PPE funding bill is still stuck; it’s not going anywhere; Brad has
not heard anything either and is waiting to get paid. Bill understands there is a disagreement
between the Senate and the House of several hundred million dollars.
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ITEM 7.

PPE POST-ELECTION REPORT
Brad gave out a summary of the Presidential Preference Election [a copy of this summary is
incorporated into these minutes as Attachment 2]. This summary pertains to ballot counting, not
necessarily to voter registration. The PPE had a 62% turnout; of that, 78% were early ballots cast
versus the November bond election that had 82% early ballots. The figure for ballots cast at the
polls includes the verified provisional ballots.
Around the University of Arizona campus, the polling places had voters showing up in droves from
4:00 and on. The polling place that was the busiest was Voting Area 85, a church at the corner of
Speedway and Euclid, and Brad actually timed voters in line there. One of the things about polling
places around the university campus was voters who are registered to vote in Arizona, but in other
counties. The marshals at these polling places also, as lines began to form, asked voters in line if
they were there to hand in an early ballot and were able to move them through quickly.
In terms of tabulation and equipment, things went much more smoothly this election than last.
There were some minor adjustments to belts, but overall, all scanners remained operational
throughout. Representatives from the vendor were present, and taught Elections personnel how to
make those belt adjustments. Chris Cole asked how many ballots were processed hourly by each
scanner; Karen Schutte responded that they processed about 10,000 per day which is much more
than the last election. Brad noted that this ballot was also much smaller with fewer races on it than
the ballot in November 2015. Brad also believes that the Recorder’s office was training new
personnel so the Elections Department was idle some of the time in ballot prep and tabulation.
The hand count audit of polling place ballots and early ballots matched the count exactly; all three
parties’ ballots were audited. Brad commended the Green Party for their participation during the
hand count; there were more Green Party participants than ever before. Chris Cole asked how the
62% turnout for the PPE compares with past PPE’s; Brad didn’t know the numbers, but believes it is
similar to the 2008 PPE which was the last time both major parties contributed.
Brad was prepared for, but did not see electioneering outside of the polling places. There may have
been, but there were no trouble calls.
Brian asked Brad to verify that the law requires cutting polling places by half in a PPE. Brad
responded that it depends on the size of the county; counties the size of Maricopa and Pima are
required to cut by half. Brian then asked if this same rule applies to the special election in May;
Brad responded that it does because the session law enabling that election said that the May 17th
election shall be held in the same manner as the Presidential Preference Election. Therefore, we will
be using half as many polling places, and they will be the same as for the PPE with perhaps 5 or 6
exceptions for installations that are not able to accommodate the May election. The Secretary of
State is mailing out a publicity pamphlet that will show the voters’ polling places, and that pamphlet
is the only mailing that will be made by a government entity pertaining to this election. However,
Brad cited the voting area which shows on the pamphlet as the Pascua Neighborhood Center; that
location does not meet the ADA requirement because it has a dirt parking lot so the polling place
will be changed to the Donna Liggins Neighborhood Center. Voters’ households whose polling place
will be different from that listed on the pamphlet will receive a card in the mail informing them of
the change. In addition, large signs will be posted at the old polling place directing voters to the
correct location. Brad has already alerted the Secretary of State of those changes.
Barbara asked Brad about the number of polling locations, and why Maricopa had so many fewer.
Brad explained that in Pima County, voters needed to go to a specific polling location. Maricopa
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County went to a vote center concept with electronic poll books that allow voters to go to any of the
vote centers. Brad saw the math that was provided at the hearing before the House committee;
basically, they took the number of registered voters, subtracted out the independents, subtracted
out the voters getting an early ballot. They determined that if they had 60 vote centers,
theoretically, each vote center would handle 1,500 people. Barbara asked if, since the law requires
one-half of the polling places, the counties have discretion on going below that figure. Brad said
there is a part of the Presidential Preference Election law that says the Secretary of State has the
authority to release a county from the conditions; Brad’s opinion is that going below the threshold
wouldn’t require the Secretary of State’s authority.
Karen asked if the parties could receive those polling place changes in Pima County because voters
do call.
Arnie asked that when the counties reduce polling places, do you as a matter of course try to make
sure that no inadvertent bias occurs with respect to parties and minorities? Brad explained that,
even though there is not the requirement to have the Feds pre-clear changes any more, Pima
County considers it good policy to reach out to the Hispanic, Native American and disabled
communities to request feedback on any precinct line or polling place proposed changes. Pima
County will continue to do that as a matter of course whether required by the Feds or not. Arnie
asked if Maricopa County didn’t do that for the PPE; Brad had heard there is an allegation, but does
not know anything more than that.
Tom Ryan asked about the one-half polling places—one-half relative to what? Brad explained that
when the PPE statutes were first written in 1994 to be effective in 1996, the DNC did not allow any
caucuses or primary elections to be held in advance of New Hampshire or Iowa, and so nothing was
to happen for the Democratic Party until after March 1. The first Presidential Preference Elections
were in February. Since that time, the DNC has changed their rules and is now allowing their party
to participate. The one-half that worked for us when it was only one major political party no longer
works as well. Brad believes that if the suggestion goes forward to make it an open primary for
everyone to vote, Arizona will have to remove the provision for cutting the number of polling places.
Tom brought up the fact that the number of precincts has decreased from over 400 to the high
200’s due to the increase in early voting. If the trend continues, cutting polling places by half for
another PPE could mean a really low number of polling locations.
Barbara raised the issue of the ballots being brought in from outlying precincts. The basic counting
of polling place ballots was finished by 11:30, but then they sat there with nothing to do because the
ballots had not come in from the reservation. Another hour later, they were told that the driver had
just reached Sells. It was decided that those ballots would be counted the next morning since it
wasn’t a close election. There was discussion about alternatives such as modeming in the results
from the reservation and other distant precincts, and then verifying them the next day. There was
also discussion of a general policy of not counting those votes till the next day. Had they continued
to wait for the 16 ballots from the reservation, they would have been waiting until about 2:00 a.m.
or so. Barbara told Tom Quigley that these issues would be discussed at the next EIC meeting.
On the subject of modeming, Brad reached out to the vendor to see if they have equipment that can
do that. Apparently the Election Assistance Commission (EAC) is not allowing any devices to be
federally certified that have modeming capability. But one of the things they are considering is to
ensure there is a chain of custody on all precincts in the far reaches of the county, the vehicle
carrying materials has two people, and ballots are secured with numbered seals. Once they have
called to notify the Elections Department that everything has been picked up and they are on their
way in, they are proposing to shut down tabulation, have the van come inside the building when it
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arrives, under camera, and lock the van up. The next morning, under political party observation,
open the van, remove the numbered seals from the devices and check them against the chain of
custody, and then count the ballots. No decisions have been made yet, but this is one of the things
that is being considered. Brad also emphasized that this does not mean that the voters in the
western regions of the county are unimportant; he is just looking for ways to best use his resources
to get those ballots in and counted in a timely fashion. The question was asked about the Sheriff’s
department that picks up ballots from Ajo and what prevents them from picking up the ballots from
the Nation; the response was that it is a sovereignty issue. Barbara suggested an intergovernmental
agreement.
Beth Borozan asked Brad how many early ballots were dropped off at the polls on Election Day; Brad
thought it was around 18,000, and the figure is included in the number of early ballots cast.
Karen brought up the issue of reporting election results to the Secretary of State’s new web site.
Apparently, the first report at 8:00 did post to the SOS website, but subsequent updates, which
were being done about every hour were not being posted to the website. Further updated results
after election night had to be e-mailed and then a phone call placed to the SOS. Brad added that the
counts that Pima County was sending were correct, but the SOS wasn’t able to update the website
for whatever reason. When the SOS comes to do the L&A test next week, they will practice
uploading results to their website. Brad said their reporting software did not work correctly, and his
understanding from them is that the polling place look-up app on their website did not work either.
Tom asked if other counties had the same problem but Brad was not sure even though attempts to
find out were made.
Matt Smith asked if the 21.6% of polling place ballots cast was a constant across the county, or did it
vary? Brad responded that historically, there are places that have a low turnout; for example, the
O’odham Nation generally has a low turnout. But generally speaking, the urban areas stay fairly
constant. Historically, there is a higher turnout in affluent areas through early ballots, and higher
numbers of voters voting at the polls in comparatively lower economic and education status areas.
Matt asked if he takes that into consideration when assigning polling places; Brad responded in the
affirmative, and also that polling places in those areas are available on public transit routes.
Brian asked if Maricopa County will have the 60 vote centers for the May 17th election, as well. Brad
had spoken informally with Karen Osborne, Maricopa County Elections Director, within the last
couple of days. It is their intention to have about 110 to 115 vote centers for May 17th; that is
subject to Board of Supervisors approval. There seems to be some concern among Board members
that the proposed vote centers have not been vetted in the community enough. Bill Beard asked if
this was the first time Maricopa County used vote centers; Brad understands they have been used in
City of Tempe and City of Phoenix elections. Brad’s observation is that when a jurisdiction goes to
vote centers, they have all seemed to have a bumpy road the first time.
One of the things Brad mentioned that helps in Pima County is the Special Situation table; he gave
credit to Pinal County for giving them the idea. If a voter comes in and there is an issue with their
entry in the roster they go to that table. Brad’s understanding is that in Maricopa County that didn’t
happen, and voters with an issue held up everyone else behind them.

ITEM 8.

RISK LIMITING AUDIT PILOT STUDY – Tom Ryan
Tom Ryan referred to the letter that Brad sent to Eric Spencer [this letter is incorporated into these
Minutes as Attachment 3] and Tom’s “Procedure to Conduct a Risk-Limiting Ballot-Comparison
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Audit” [this Procedure is incorporated into these Minutes as Attachment 4]. Tom expressed concern
because the letter Brad sent to Eric Spencer is a bit ambiguous in whether we go forward or not.
Since this is the last meeting before that election, some decisions need to be made. Tom’s own
recommendation is to go forward with the risk-limiting audit.
Brian asked if there is anything in statute that prohibits the risk-limiting audit (RLA) as long as we do
what we are required by statute to do. Tom doesn’t believe there is. He had written a draft letter
to the County Attorney and suggested Brad sign on with Tom. Brad apparently spoke with Mr.
Huckelberry and the letter never got sent; the County Attorney isn’t going to chime in on this. Brad
added that his understanding of the situation is that Tom spoke to Chair Bronson and then with Mr.
Huckelberry about doing an RLA, and Mr. Huckelberry apparently gave Tom an affirmative. In Mr.
Huckelberry’s summary of the discussion with Tom, we need to make sure the Secretary of State is
good with it. That is why Brad approached Eric Spencer with the information that he did. Brad has
not heard back from Mr. Spencer with any specifics although Mr. Spencer did acknowledge receiving
the letter and was interested in our timeline. To answer Brian’s question on whether there is
anything prohibiting us from doing this, Brad does not know that for a fact, as he is not an attorney.
In a phone conversation with Tom, Brad voiced his concern; we will still be required to do the ARS
§16-602 hand count audit, with party observers making early ballot batches, and we will still make
random audits of precinct ballots. Brad’s concern that potentially, with some of the ballots that will
need to be pulled doing it the way Dr. Stark recommends, we may have to violate some of those
batches sequestered for hand count audit. Tom then suggested doing the RLA post-hand count
audit, but Brad doesn’t know if he has the time to do that, because he will need to canvass the
election very quickly for the State to have Pima County’s results. Brad does want to explore this; in
his memo to Eric Spencer Brad suggested that they capture the images and then do the RLA without
printing any ballots and viewing them strictly in the counting center on a monitor.
Also, former members of this Commission—certainly no present members of the Commission—have
asserted that employees of the Elections Department have altered or substituted ballots. So, the
less we get into ballots, the better.
Eric Spencer told Tom explicitly that he would have no objection to going beyond the audit
prescribed in §16-602. Bill Beard agreed, but since the law is vague on the subject of ballot images,
out of an abundance of caution it would be wise to seek input from the Secretary of State to do
what Brad has proposed to do. Tom reminded them that if the audit is done the way Dr. Stark
suggested, ballot images are not used. His argument is, if you want to do this right, you pull paper
ballots from boxes. Bill remembers Dr. Stark’s presentation and that he was very specific about not
using images. Our situation is slightly different in that we are trying to figure out the process. A way
around all of that is to use the images to at least determine if we are on the right track. Then we
can seek formal authority from the Secretary of State’s office for an election in the future. Tom said
the counter argument to that is that future elections will be too large. He wants to get the most
information he can from this election, including how long it actually takes to pull ballots from boxes,
and determining logistics required to ensure those ballots get returned properly. Karen and Bill
asked how to deal with public perception that ballots are being tampered with; that is also Brad’s
concern. Tom responded that ballots would only be handled by Elections Department employees.
Bill said that the concept makes sense to him, but the issue comes down to public perception. That
is one of the major things this Commission is tasked with, ensuring the public perception that the
integrity of elections is sound. Setting aside bad decisions or good decisions wrongly implemented
in Maricopa County, the public perception is that we don’t do elections right in the state of Arizona.
Chris Cole added that the wounds from the PPE are too new; we could do everything right and full of
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integrity and it will still be perceived that “there they are still doing it.” Barbara added that using
the number of ballots as called for with the statistical method, which is much lower than current
hand count audits, raises another real public perception issue, in addition to the fact that ballot
handling would be done by Elections Department staff with only party observation. Currently, party
members are the ones who actually participate in the audit.
Chris supports the idea of the RLA; but he said that the State of Arizona would need to do a massive
education program so that voters know this is not another way to corrupt the election. Tom
believes that there is actually a very small number of voters who even know that an audit is being
done, and most don’t know about §16-602. He thinks they would be very happy to know that
elections are being audited, and the fact that you have to touch ballots is par for the course. Chris
countered with the small number of activists that can use social media to blow everything out of
proportion with libelous allegations that would be effective because so few people know about the
hand count audit laws. Brian added that it doesn’t matter what we do, that small group of people
give the perception that we are tampering with elections. Maybe the logistics of the RLA should be
better planned out.
Tom emphasized that we have the opportunity to have the expert on this to come visit us for this
little election with two ballot issues. We can’t find a better situation to have the expert come and
help us learn how to do this. Brian responded that one of the propositions on this ballot is probably
the most contentious we have had in a long time. Tom said that everything would be done after the
count has been posted. Brian reiterated the timing issue that Brad raised earlier; if it is after the
hand count, ballots cannot be touched. Until the Secretary of State’s office gives a decision, we are
hanging in limbo. Brian also supports the idea of the RLA; he just doesn’t want to be the one
confronted by allegations of rigged elections, especially with Prop 123.
Tom summarized the three positions he has heard during this discussion: 1.) His position which is to
go ahead full blast; 2.) Go ahead but use ballot images; and 3.) Not do it because of paranoia.
Bill Beard wanted to clarify how Brad presented the issue to Eric Spencer; did he only ask about
using ballot images, or did he ask for any clearance to break seals, etc., with the physical ballots
themselves to do as Dr. Stark suggested a month ago? Brad said he offered his preferred scenario,
but that Dr. Ryan and Dr. Stark prefer to do it with live ballots. Bill recapped that Brad did offer both
options, and there is basically silence from the Secretary of State’s office on both. Brad reiterated
that Mr. Spencer acknowledged receipt of the memo and understands that Mr. Spencer has a plate
full right now. Bill then asked when a definitive answer is necessary to plan accordingly. Tom said
Dr. Stark is available to come on May 23rd and 24th, the Monday and Tuesday after the hand count
audit.
Bill voiced the opinion that, without a decision from the Secretary of State, the Commission can’t
really move the ball forward; Chris Cole thought they would need to punt it to the Board of
Supervisors to put some pressure on the Secretary of State. Brad added that is one reason why he
has suggested capturing the images, and after the SOS has time to consider and perhaps the County
Attorney, they can do the RLA as much as they want in June.
Chris summarized the situation: This Commission agrees that a risk-limiting audit, at least as a pilot
project, is a good way to validate the integrity of the election. The issue is when to do it, whose
approval do we need to have, and does the public need to be made aware that this is an audit, and
it will not change the outcome of the election?
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Matt Smith asked Tom what his objection is to using ballot images; Tom responded that the
objection comes primarily from Philip Stark. If you use ballot images, you have to validate the
images, and you would have to look at more ballots than you would for the RLA and then you are
setting a precedent not in line with the RLA protocol.
Tom restated what the Presidential Commission on Election Administration says: There are two
kinds of audits that should be done, an audit that validates the outcome, which is the RLA, and one
that validates the accuracy of the machinery, which is what the performance audit that we are doing
now does.
After some discussion about the validity of making a recommendation to the Board of Supervisors,
Tom said that he had approached Sharon Bronson who said she didn’t think this rises to the level of
requiring approval by the Board. He suggested that those Commission members appointed by a
Board member should discuss this with their Supervisor, using the “Procedure to Conduct a RiskLimiting Ballot-Comparison Audit” that Tom has provided to get a sense of whether to go forward or
not.
Brian suggested that somehow raising public awareness of the EIC as a quadra-partisan oversight
commission that has received support from the Secretary of State might alleviate the public
perception problem. Arnie suggested that conducting a mock election could be a way around the
problem of public perception; Brad agreed that using test deck ballots would be plausible, since we
would not be using actual ballots from an election.
After all the discussion, Tom said that a series of motions needs to be made.
MOTION 1:
Bill Beard moved that, pending a determination from the Secretary of State regarding use of either
physical ballots or ballot images, this Commission postpone a pilot study until a date to be
determined at some future election. Chris Cole seconded the motion.
DISCUSSION:
Tom asked what if a response from the Secretary of State occurred two days before the election.
The Commission needs to be able to commit to Dr. Stark. Bill said he would accept a friendly
amendment to include a date for a definitive answer.
Arnie suggested a mock election, which is second best but would get us started; Barbara asked him
to clarify what he means by a mock election. Arnie and Karen suggested using test ballots. Barbara
noted that the Logic and Accuracy test is, in effect, an RLA. To Bill’s question of how many ballots
would be needed for a mock election, Brad responded there are perhaps tens of thousands of test
ballots used for a Primary Election. Brian Bickel asked how big the mock election needs to be. He
suggested that a mock election using 5,000 test ballots would establish the legitimacy of an RLA in a
low population county such as Greenlee County.
Tom is not enthusiastic about a mock election, and that more can be learned by a live election.
Chris Cole called the question. Further discussion included the point that the general feeling on the
Commission is that there needs to be a go-ahead from the Secretary of State’s office and the County
Attorney’s office.
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MOTION RESTATED:
Bill restated the motion after discussion on the date: He moved to postpone the pilot study on the
RLA unless there is an affirmative decision from the Secretary of State’s office by April 30th.
VOTE ON MOTION 1:
Tom called for the vote: Karen, Chris, Arnie, Barb and Bill voted in favor; Brian, Tom, Beth, Jeff and
Matt opposed the motion. The vote was tied, so the motion failed.
MOTION 2:
The second motion is to conduct a mock election.
DISCUSSION:
Barbara asked for a definition of the mock election. Karen Schutte defined it as test ballots from the
parties and the Secretary of State. Brad said that the official Logic and Accuracy test deck must be
locked up. Test ballots can be ordered which are the same as any other ballot but says TEST in the
header. These would either need to be filled out or there are some vendors who can provide ballots
with ovals already filled out. Tom’s objection to test ballots is that for an L&A, ballots are filled out
in a way that tests all the spots roughly equally, so that there could actually be a tie; Barbara assured
him that they are careful not to create a tie.
Brian recommended that they move to Item 6, since Chris Roads arrived. The discussion was
suspended until after Chris Roads’ presentation.

ITEM 6.

REVIEW OF VOTER REGISTRATION INVOLUNTARY PARTY AFFILIATION CHANGES – Tom Ryan
Tom Ryan referred to Mr. Huckelberry’s request to review voter registration issues, in particular,
involuntary party affiliation changes that came during the PPE [a copy of this request is incorporated
into these Minutes as Attachment 5]. Tom would like to get the perspective from Commission
members on this issue, hear from Mr. Davis, and then discuss how to approach this review. Bill
suggested letting Mr. Davis go first.
Pete Davis from Green Valley gave some background on his political involvement. He referred to
the voters whose affidavits he presented to the Board of Supervisors. [A copy of the cover letter
from Mr. Huckelberry and these affidavits are incorporated into these Minutes as Attachment 6.
Sensitive voter information has been redacted.] There have been 21 complaints from voters coming
into the Green Valley office. He then mentioned another voter whose affidavit he received later [a
copy of this affidavit is incorporated into these Minutes as Attachment 7].
Chris Cole referred to the letters in the affidavit, where the voters said they had registered at the
Republican Party headquarters in Green Valley, and then received something too close to the
election to do anything. Chris asked Mr. Davis how often the headquarters in Green Valley sends
voter registration forms to the Recorder’s office; are they sent that day? Mr. Davis responded that
someone was making a trip to the Secretary of State’s office on February 17th; it’s his understanding
that they date stamp forms the same day and then send them on to the counties. Chris said there
appears to be a delay in when the Recorder’s office got the forms. Bill Beard asked for clarification
on the 21 individuals Mr. Davis identified; did all of them fill out a voter registration form, or did
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some of them go through MVD? Mr. Davis responded that most were MVD but some filled out
forms at the headquarters.
Karen is anxious to hear what Chris Roads has to say so they can understand what happens when
someone goes through a DMV office versus when forms are sent to the Secretary of State’s office.
Chris Roads received information on five voters. Chris explained their process; the date that a voter
registration form is received by any recorder or by the Secretary of State is the receipt date. If a
form is sent by mail, it is the date signed, unless they are working with a cut-off date in which case
statute controls and the postmark date rules. If it comes in an envelope with other forms, they
write the postmark date on every single form. In the case of the Hirz’s [see Attachment 6], the
forms were dated February 17th but they arrived in the Recorder’s office March 2nd. The voter
registration deadline for the PPE was February 22nd and the postmark date was February 29th which
was a full week after the cutoff date; they did not come from the Secretary of State’s office. By
state law, he could not accept those forms. He does not know where the forms came from and they
did not have a Secretary of State stamp on them. Chris gave the statute citation as ARS §16-134.C.
[a copy of ARS §16-134 is incorporated into these Minutes as Attachment 8]. Mr. Simms [see
Attachment 6] registered through an MVD office in May 2014, left the party blank and it was
entered into the system by the clerk correctly; the next form was dated March 22, 2016 in which he
did fill out the party as Republican. Susan Garioto’s [see Attachment 6] registration was an error by
an MVD clerk; she submitted her form at an MVD office in January 2016 in which she designated the
party REP. The clerk, however, entered TRP, and Recorder’s office staff should have gotten a copy
of her form then. Had she gone to a polling place and voted a provisional ballot, they would have
pulled up her MVD form and her ballot would have counted. The last one on the list was difficult to
read, but investigating what he thought the name was, she filled out an MVD form in 2009 and left
the party blank. Voter notification cards are mailed out every four years in the spring of a
presidential election year, and the PND designation would have been on those.
Chris brought an example of a new MVD form issued by the Secretary of State and MVD the Monday
after the PPE [a copy of the relevant page of that form is incorporated into these Minutes as
Attachment 9]. The change to the form standardizes the “Party Preference” box in the voter
registration section to the actual voter registration form, where they can check a box for their party
preference. Previous MVD forms said only to specify party. The Secretary of State did not solicit
input from any of the recorders before publishing this new form. The Pima County Recorder and
Chris gave their input after the fact, and the SOS agreed to meet with all the recorders and submit a
request to MVD to redesign the form. Chris would like to see three questions on the form: 1.) Do
you wish to register to vote? 2.) Are you a United States citizen? 3.) Do you want to be on the
Permanent Early Voting List? And that they be the last three questions on the form, so they stand
out uniquely from all the other issues on the form. Eric Spencer was receptive to that, and will
design the form and send it to all the recorders for input, then submit it to MVD. Tom Ryan
suggested there be another check box that says, “I am already registered to vote and do not wish to
change.”
Chris explained how the MVD system worked: Up until 2011, when a voter did not fill in a party, the
MVD clerk put in “BLANK”; when the Recorder’s office got the form, if they were already registered
under a party, they left the party as it was and if it was a new registration they were entered as PND.
In 2011 the Arizona Legislature decided to change the voter registration form to include check boxes
for Republican, Democrat or Other. If nothing was checked, the Recorder’s office treated them like
the MVD forms—no change to an existing record or PND for a new registration. If “Other” was
checked with no party listed, they were entered as a PND. That worked until MVD, on their
electronic version of the program programmed in those changes for the form received by the
recorders. The decision was made by the computer programmers to check the “Other” box anytime
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the clerk entered anything other than Republican or Democrat. That led to a portion of the
problems encountered during the PPE. By January or February, Chris started alerting the other
counties that there was a problem with the forms, and that the “Other” box is automatically
checked. It shouldn’t be checked unless the voter says so.
Matt Smith asked Chris how the provisional ballots cast and counted compare to the last two PPE’s.
Chris responded that in this election, everything tripled from prior elections. The biggest block of
provisionals since the Permanent Early Voting List are from voters who received an early ballot and
chose not to return it—almost 5,000 of the 8,000 provisional ballots. The remainder—the party
group—was about 1,900 of voters listed in the voter file as Independent or PND. They either
believed they were party members or believed they were entitled to vote because it was a primary.
For every one who had registered through MVD, Recorder’s staff pulled up the MVD records; of
those they were able to correct 175 that were incorrectly entered in the MVD system. The rest
were correctly entered into the MVD system and they were therefore not eligible to vote. Of the
80,000 forms Pima County received over the last year and of the ones they checked, the error rate is
less than 10%, unless you happen to be the one whose record was entered incorrectly. The
Recorder’s office is setting up a meeting with all the Arizona recorders and officials of Motor Vehicle
to discuss the issue; the Secretary of State has agreed to this.
In response to discussion about verification to online changes to voter registration, Chris noted that
when changes are done online with MVD, a receipt is generated with a confirmation number and
emailed to the voter.
Chris Cole asked who does the training for MVD employees to which Chris Roads responded as a
State agency, it is the State that trains their employees. Mr. Roads added that they had offered to
do the training a decade ago but the State decided to do the training after that. One of the things
the Recorder’s office had asked of MVD about six years ago was to stop having the MVD clerk do
anything, to let the voter use the keyboard and submit the online voter registration. MVD said they
would consider that, but when the recession hit they said they could not afford to put the necessary
equipment in their offices. That is still one of the issues Eric Spencer will address with MVD, but
whether or not they will spend the money is a different story. Chris pointed out that it doesn’t
appear that MVD has a unified training program across the state, and different counties receive
different training. Bill Beard recalled that the Motor Voter Act has some requirements for making
the system sound, which would apply to the training of MVD officials. He questioned whether MVD
understands the ramifications of being out of compliance with the Motor Voter Act, and potential
lawsuits. Chris noted the phone call he received from an MVD official in response to F. Ann
Rodriguez’s comments to a reporter; the MVD official told Chris they did not make any mistakes.
This official had a report that shows they have sent 20,000 records in the last eight years with the
word “None” in the party affiliation box; Chris asked how many of them since 2009, when MVD
agreed that “None” would never appear again. Now that the counties know that there is a problem,
they will be scrutinizing every form until they get their system corrected.
Bill Beard said that a lot of fingers are being pointed at the Secretary of State’s office, the recorders
and the elections departments, which are not the problem. The problem is another government
agency that is not doing their job, and something needs to be said publicly. Brian Bickel clarified that
had the voters voted a provisional ballot and the mistake was discovered to be that of MVD, the
provisional ballot would have counted; Chris responded in the affirmative, and added that the voter
record would also have been corrected. Mr. Davis stated emphatically that a certain voter asked for
a provisional ballot and was absolutely denied a provisional ballot.
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Tom Ryan asked Chris about the voter ID cards; he seems to recall getting one right about the time
of the election. Wouldn’t it be better to mail those out in advance of the election? Chris responded
that the ID cards are not necessarily sent for the PPE. The law says that every voter’s address must
be tested every four years and it has to be done before May 1st. If changes were made to a voter’s
record after the cutoff for the PPE, the changes were held in suspense until after the election, at
which time, they would get another card.
During further discussion of the MVD issue, Chris explained that after the MVD clerk enters the
information into their system from the form completed by the voter, the voter reviews all
information on the computer screen for accuracy except the voter registration information. The
voter registration information has already been sent to generate a registration form that goes to the
Secretary of State and then to the county. If there are errors that the voter catches in the name or
address information on the screen, corrections are made on the system but a new voter registration
form is not generated. Also, occasionally incorrect signatures are attached to the voter registration
form if two clerks in two different MVD offices simultaneously save a record; the signatures are
flipped because they are images that take longer to attach. None of the data is flipped, only the
signature.
To finish off this discussion, Karen Schutte asked Chris Roads if there is anything that the
Commission can do to assist with this situation, such as writing letters. Chris responded that the
Board of Supervisors has tasked the Commission with investigating what is a State issue. The
Secretary of State is reviewing it with the counties. As the Motor Vehicle upper echelon has been
getting “hammered” by Pima County, they are beginning to see that the problem is bigger and they
can no longer be in denial. There are now two layers of state government agreeing that there is a
problem and it needs to be fixed. He does not really have any suggestions for the Commission for
fixing a problem that the State is already working on.
Tom Ryan suggested holding Item 6 for further discussion, and in the meantime, everyone should
pay attention to the various investigations taking place, and the lawsuits. At the next meeting the
Commission should make a decision on how to proceed in a response to the Board of Supervisors.
There seems to be two issues. One is the MVD which we know is a solvable problem. Then there
are the allegations of changes to voter registration records that had nothing to do with Motor
Vehicle.

ITEM 8.

RISK LIMITING AUDIT PILOT STUDY – Tom Ryan
(Continued)
Tom returned to this Item to discuss the concept of mock election. He called for a motion.
MOTION 2:
Arnie made the motion to conduct a mock election to study the Risk-Limiting Audit; Chris Cole
seconded the motion.
VOTE:
Tom called the vote: (Barbara and Jeff had left the meeting and did not vote; Bill Beard left the room
temporarily and did not vote.) The motion was carried 5 to 2, with Karen, Matt, Brian, Arnie and
Chris in favor; Tom and Beth opposing.
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MOTION 3:
Tom made a motion to move ahead as originally planned, by bringing in Philip Stark to do the RLA
for the May [17] election.
VOTE:
Arnie seconded, and the motion was carried 5 to 3, with Brian, Matt, Beth, Arnie and Tom in favor;
Bill, Karen and Chris opposing. Barbara and Jeff did not vote, as they had left the meeting earlier.
After the vote, Tom said that we would go ahead as planned and bring in Philip Stark, unless
something stops us. Chris Cole mentioned the Secretary of State.
Tom also suggested Brad make sure the Elections Department can produce the cast vote record in
electronic format and that a protocol be in place for marking boxes, removing ballots from boxes
and returning them quickly and efficiently. Brad also said they are planning on capturing ballot
images.

ITEM 9.

PLANS FOR 2016 ELECTIONS – Brad Nelson
Brad referred to the Elections Department Events Calendar for May [a copy of this calendar is
incorporated into these Minutes as Attachment 10]. Brad doesn’t really have anything else to
report, as the significant dates are listed on the Calendar.

ITEM 10.

ELECTION DATABASE STRUCTURE AND DISTRIBUTION – Tom Ryan
Tom asked Brad if any progress had been made on this as far as coming up with documents. Brad
told Tom he can give him those day by day so that someone can forensically check to make sure the
counts go up or stay static. Tom clarified that this is the SOVC, but not the cast vote record (CVR).
Bill asked if that was a software programming issue; that is Brad’s understanding. Tom said the
problem is that to get the CVR, you would have to take the images off the scanners. If you want a
day-by-day CVR, you would have to transmit the images from the scanners. Brad said that there has
been discussion with the Accuracy Certification Board (Barbara and Karen) about sealing up the
counting room each night and downloading images overnight, or to download at the very end.
Tom would like to have this Item stay on the Agenda for the next meeting.

ITEM 11.

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Risk-Limiting Audit Pilot Study – Mock Election
Election Database Structure and Distribution
Request by BOS to Review Voter Registration Involuntary Party Change

ITEM 12.

NEXT MEETING DATES
June 10, 2016
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ITEM 13.

ADJOURNMENT
It was moved by Bill Beard and seconded by Beth Borozan and unanimously carried to adjourn the
meeting. The meeting adjourned at 12:00 noon.
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Election Related Bills at the Legislature
PCEIC - Beard
April 2016

Bill

Description

Sponsor

Status

HB 2010

Ballot Harvesting

Kern

2nd Read

HB 2015

Publicity Pamphlets – Earlies Mailed AFTER Pamphlet Stevens

Signed by Gov

HB 2016

Early Ballots – Mail 21 days instead of 27 days

Stevens

Senate 2nd Read

Changed to PEVL Cancelation
HB 2017

Early Voting – Extend Time to Post Signs

Stevens

Senate Caucus

HB 2023

Ballot Harvesting

Ugenti-Rita

Signed by Gov

HB 2039

Election of Judges

Finchem

2nd Read

HB 2053

Provisional Ballots – Allow Some Votes as Valid

Friese

2nd Read

HB 2083

Exploratory Committee Remove

Stevens

Senate 2nd Read

HB 2084

Voter Registration Records – Death Records

Stevens

Signed by Gov

HB 2093

Campaign Finance Disclosures

Clark

2nd Read

HB 2094

Notify Voter Ballot Defects

Clark

COW

HB 2095

Ind Expenditures – Corporations Disclosures

Clark

2nd Read

HB 2096

Ind Expenditures – Corp/Union Audits

Clark

2nd Read

HB 2097

Automatic Voter Registration

Clark

2nd Read

HB 2098

Campaign Finance Recipients of Corp $ - Register

Petersen

2nd Read

HB 2121

Clean Elections – Voter education

Petersen

Senate 2nd Read

HB 2252

Lt Governor Duties

Mesnard

COW

HB 2283

Ranked Choice Voting

Mendez

2nd Read

HB 2289

PC’s – Write-Ins

Bowers

2nd Read

HB 2296

Charitable Contributions to Campaigns Disclosure

Mesnard

Senate Caucus

HB 2297

Political Advertisers – Contributor Disclosures

Clark

Senate Caucus
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HB 2373

RTA Extension Election Extension Authorization

Shope

3rd Read

HB 2428

Publicity Pamphlets – Electronic Filing

Stevens

Senate Caucus

HB 2429

Electronic Filing – Local Officials file SOS

Stevens

Senate Caucus

HB 2440

Municipal District Improvements Elections

Petersen

Signed by Gov

HB 2456

National Popular Vote – Interstate Compact

Mesnard

Transmit to Senate

HB 2477

PC – Term of Office –Canvas Date

Ugenti-Rita

Senate 2nd Read

HB 2534

County Wide Vote By Mail

Shope

HB 2557

Technical Corrections – Deceptive Mailings

Ugenti-Rita

HB 2567

PPE Funding

Gowan

Transmit to Senate

HB 2570

Ballot Statement – Local Bonds

Allen

Senate Caucus

HB 2580

ON-Line Election Information

Friese

HB 2583

Open Meetings – Video Record Open and Exec

Stevens

Failed on Floor

HB 2592

Non-Profits – Electronic Voting

Ackerley

Senate COW

HCR 2002

School Super – Gov Appointee

Friese

HCR 2003

Mine Inspector – Gov Appointee

Friese

HCR 2009

Ind Redistricting Com – Members Elected

Petersen

Senate 2nd Read

HCR 2013

Clean Elections Repeal

Ugenti-Ritaq

2nd Read

HCR 2020

Lt Governor – Joint Ticket

Mesnard

Caucus

HCR 2028

Election of Judges – Terms

Finchem

COW

HCR 2035

Clean Elections Lobbying

Petersen

Senate 2nd Read

HCR 2043

Legislature Authority to Modify Initiative/Refer

Mesnard

Senate 2nd Read

HCR 2046

Voting Age 16

Mendez

HCR 2047

Initiative/Referendum

Thorpe

2nd Read

Minimum Signatures Outside Pima/Maricopa
SB 1007

Dr License – Automatic Voter Registration

Sherwood

2nd Read

SB 1027

PPE Include Independent Voters

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1028

Extended Early Voting Hours

Quezada

2nd Read
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SB 1029

Voter Registration – SS #

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1030

PEVL Verification

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1031

Vote Centers on Campus

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1032

Election Procedures – Vote centers

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1033

Felon – Voting Rights Restoration

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1034

Voter ID – Repeal

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1035

Petitions – Notary Requirement Removed

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1069

Campaign Finance Disclosures

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1071

Ind Expenditures – Corporations Disclosures

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1072

Ind Expenditures – Corp/Union Audits

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1073

Same Day Voter Registration

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1074

Voter ID – VA, Student ID

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1075

Statewide Voter Registration – Portability

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1076

Provisional Ballots – Partial Tally

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1077

Provisional Ballot – Tally

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1078

Provisional Ballot Verification

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1079

Voter Registration Deadline – 14 Days

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1080

Early Ballot – Allow election Day Postmark

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1081

Early Ballot Verification – Cure

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1082

Election Date – Tech Corrections

Shooter

2nd Read

SB 1165

National Popular Vote

McGuire

SB 1174

Lobbying Public Officials – Disclosure

Farley

2nd Read

SB 1175

Campaign Finance – Ind Expenditure Disclosure

Farley

2nd Read

SB 1202

Same Day voter Registration

Sherwood

2nd Read

SB 1203

Early Voting Locations – Hours of Operation

Sherwood

2nd Read

SB 1218

National Popular Vote

Shooter

SB 1260

Dr License – Automatic Voter Registration

McGuire

2nd Read
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SB 1341

Early Ballot Vote at Polls

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1342

Dr. License – Automatic Voter Registration

Sherwood

2nd Read

SB 1351

School Bond Elections Exclusions

Lesko

House COW

SB 1360

Countywide – All Mail Voting

Worsley

2nd Read

SB 1391

Election and Ethics Commission

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1392

Automatic Voter Registration – Dr License

Quezada

2nd Read

SB 1429

Public Retirement Systems Special Election

Lesko

Signed by Gov

SB 1453

Judicial Elections

Shooter

2nd Read

SB 1480

Clean Elections Violations

Sherwood

2nd Read

SB 1486

PPE Funding

Biggs

COW

SB 1516

Campaign Finance Amendments

Driggs

Signed by Gov

SB 1519

Early Ballot Collection Receipt

Dial

House Caucus

SCR 1015

Clean Elections – Judges

Dial

2nd Read

SCR 1017

Redistricting Commission – Membership

Dial

House 2nd Read

SCR 1020

Judicial Elections – Term of Office

Shooter

2nd Read

For more information on specific legislation - http://www.azleg.gov/Bills.asp
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ATTACHMENT 4

Procedure to Conduct a Risk-Limiting Ballot-Comparison Audit
For the May 17 election in Arizona, there will be two statewide propositions on the ballot. The
proposed risk-limiting audit (RLA) pilot study will audit both contests simultaneously, but only in Pima
County. The audit will take place a few days after the election.
During the counting of ballots, the DS850 scanners spray a sequential serial number in the margin of
each ballot. Pima County has four scanners and each produces a unique sequence of numbers. Since the
ballots being counted are anonymous, there is no possibility of tracing the ballot serial numbers to
specific voters.
When scanned ballots are placed in boxes, the boxes are clearly marked with the range of serial numbers
for the ballots contained therein, and the boxes are placed in temporary storage in a manner that makes it
easy to retrieve any ballot given a selected serial number. A ballot manifest can simplify this process.
When counting is completed the election software produces a Cast Vote Record (CVR), a spreadsheet
that shows each serial number along with the scanner’s interpretation of that ballot (i.e., YES or NO for
each proposition). The CVR data is checked to be sure that it contains an accurate representation of the
election outcomes as reported.
After election outcomes are obtained, the vote tallies for and against each proposition are plugged into
RLA formulas to determine an initial ballot audit sample size. The sample size depends on the percent
margins between the YES and NO tallies.
Given the sample size, ballots are selected randomly by serial number, using a random number generator
with a randomly selected “seed.” The randomly selected serial numbers are used to retrieve the
associated ballots from the temporary storage boxes. Ballots will be retrieved and replaced by election
division staff.
For each randomly selected ballot, the voter’s marks on the ballot are compared with the associated
entry in the CVR. Auditors will keep track of any errors observed.
The data gleaned from the random sample and its comparison with the CVR is accumulated and plugged
into RLA formulas that determine if the reported winning positions are correct up to a pre-specified risk
level. If the risk level is not satisfied, then additional random ballots are selected and compared to the
CVR. When reported outcomes are statistically validated, the audit stops and all ballots are returned to
their boxes.
In the very unlikely event that the reported election outcome is incorrect, the RLA will observe multiple
errors in the CVR and the audit continues to draw additional ballots for inspection. In this case, the audit
will most likely count all ballots by hand, thereby correcting the faulty election outcome.
For the proposed pilot study, the RLA will be completed, but there is currently no provision in state law
that would allow the RLA audit results to be formally accepted, even if it finds an error in the outcome.
Pima County will also conduct the hand count specified in A.R.S. §16-602.
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